OLD ROOF - NEW LIFE!
CARRIED OUT BY SPECIALISTS

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR ROOF TO
LOOK GREAT AND BE PROTECTED?
A nice house deserves a nice roof. An old and worn
down roof can decrease the market value of your
house. Age takes its toll, and today, a lot of roofs are
grey and dirty and the original paint is gone due to
wear and tear from rain, snow and sun. This deterioration ruins the roof, since it leads to moisture
being able to penetrate down into it and creates the
conditions that allow for the growth of algae, moss,
etc. and can also lead to frost damage. It looks pretty

bad! Fortunately, it is not necessary to replace it with
a new and expensive roof. Your good old roof can
be painted. It gets a new lease of life, gets effective
protection against the weather, and you can add 1015 years to the roof’s life expectancy when you paint
it with the original NowoCoat roof paint.
The roof will have a new shield to protect itself once
it Is painted - and it’s cheaper than you think.

EXTEND THE LIFE EXPECTANCY
OF YOUR ROOF
If you have a roof made of fibre cement, concrete
or steel, it can be protected and get a new robust
surface. This can be accomplished by using one of
our innovative, durable roof paints that, with our
many years of experience and unique composition
of the best raw materials, makes them strong, UV
resistant and flexible enough to withstand all kinds
of weather.
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New robust surface
Save up to 75% compared to buying
a new roof
Many beautiful colours
Extend life expectancy by 10-15 years
Only takes a few days of work
Danish quality

We recommend that you maintain the roof with
a Neutralon algicide treatment at least every two
years in order to have a durable and clean roof.
Professional roof specialists clean and paint your
roof with specially designed equipment. Over
the course of a few working days, you will have a
“new” roof that you can enjoy for many years to
come. Save up to 75% by getting the roof painted
rather than replaced.
It is not just good for your finances, but also for
the environment since we will be reusing what still
works and not just throwing it away..
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ABOUT NOWOCOAT

YOUR LOCAL ROOF SPECIALIST:

Nowocoat is a Danish coating factory with roots that go
back to 1861. We are not afraid to call ourselves nerds when
it comes to the coating of roofs and other surfaces of the
house. We have only one thing on our minds: Making innovative and functional solutions adapted to all types of roofs,
from the rainy north to the warm south. This will give you
the best, most durable roofs over your heads - now, and
in the future. Of course, we have also developed products
that protect facades and tiles. Maybe that is why, today, we
are Europe’s leading producer of roof coatings.

YOU CAN PROTECT YOUR ENTIRE HOUSE!
You would like to keep the facade of your house nice and
clean, and we presume that also applies to your tiles? It
looks great when the house is well maintained, and we
also have the products to ensure that it does. It involves
using the right cleaning agents and impregnations.
See what the options are on our website
www.nowocoat.dk and get your local professional roof
specialist to come by and handle the preventive work
needed to ensure a well maintained house.
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